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GhosTown Introduction 01

Ghost Tracker

GHOSTOWN

GhosTown is a ghost tracker app that brings a little 

delightfulness to people's daily life.

Whenever you see a ghost, you can pin its location, even 

upload or take a photo, this photo will be layered with the 

ghost you just found! The app used Google Map API so it will 

automatically get your location for you. More than that, all 

ghosts are customizable with different background and 

foreground, and of course, a unique name that's created by 

you. Create your own unique ghost collection. GhosTown 

has a default dark theme, but you can easily change it into a 

light theme in profile settings.

User is able to register for an account and edit their 

information in the profile page. Start the journey of a ghost 

hunt today!



Project Timeline
The process of develop the app from scratch to the final presentation

Duration: 12 Weeks

Moodboard

Logo exploration sketches

Sketch out app wireframe

Research Week 1



Code the website structure with placeholder content

Medium-fidelity Wireframe Week 3

Iconography

Code the high-fidelity prototype with more interaction

Ghost illustrations

High-fidelity WireframeWeek 4–6

Iterate app wireframe sketch

Get to know jQuery Mobile

Code low-fidelity wireframe

Low-fidelity WireframeWeek 2



Add function to the app including search, sort, add & 
edit ghost, register new user...etc.

Functionality Week 7–8

Link Google Map API to the project

Make the add location function work

Link data file to the app

Add a function to switch between dark & light theme

Map & Data Week 10–11

Generate user and ghost data to JSON file

Data OrganizationWeek 9



The final deliverable includes brand guidelines, fully coded prototype.

Final Product

Add more interaction to the app

Add a function to layer the user's photo to the ghost

Final Product Week 12
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ChosTown Wireframe 02

Wireframe

New user path

Regular path

Return path

First, I started to create the wireframe in order to have an 
overview of the whole app flow.
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ChosTown Development 03

Get to Know the jQuery Mobile

Created the basic structure of the app in jQuery Mobile's 
structure with very basic CSS. This is in order to understand 
the page structure before get into a more specific design.

HTML BASIC STRUCTURE SCREENS



ChosTown Development 04

Coded Prototype

At this stage, I did a fully coded prototype that the user can 
click through to see the app flow.

HTML SIGN IN HOME COLLECTION

At this stage, there is no real data yet and the map is just an 

image. I’ve also defined the root color and typeface. This 

process is to make sure the app flow is easy to follow before 

moving into real data and real map.

During this stage, I also created graphical elements for the 

app including illustration, icons.



ChosTown Development 05

Coded Prototype

At this stage, I did a fully coded prototype that the user can 
click through to see the app flow.

GHOST PROFILE EDIT GHOST PIN LOCATION USER PROFILE EDIT PROFILE SEARCH & SORT



ChosTown Development 06

Add Data & Use of the Google Map API

Once the flow of the app is defined, I moved on to apply 
data to the app with a data set. Google Map API is also 
embedded in order to have a real map.

JS JSON

This JavaScript file is used to make a map page, get the 

user's location, pin the location with Google Map APT.

This JSON file contains existing users' information and their 

ghost collection information including name, type, 

location...etc.
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GhosTown Final Product 07

Onboarding Page

When the user launches the app for the first time, the 
onboarding pages show up with the introduction of the 
GhosTown app.

ONBOARDING | 1 ONBOARDING | 2 ONBOARDING | 3



GhosTown Final Product 08

Log in | Sign up

The user is able to create a new account or log in with an 
existing account. (username: user0, password: pass)

FILL USERNAME FILL PASSWORD FORGOT PASSWORD



GhosTown Final Product 09

Home Page

At the home page, the user is able to see the latest location 
for the ghosts that he/she recorded. 

HOME SELECTED GHOST GHOST PROFILE



GhosTown Final Product 10

Record Location for a New Ghost 1/2

The user is able to record the location for an existing ghost 
or create a new one with customizable name, foreground 
and background.

HOME GHOST LIST CREATE GHOST



GhosTown Final Product 11

Record Location for a New Ghost 2/2

It's optional to upload or take a photo of the location. The 
photo will be layered with the ghost.

CHOOSE LOCATION TAKE A PHOTO LOCATION ADDED LOCATION INFO



GhosTown Final Product 12

Edit or Delete Ghost Profile

The user is able to edit an existing ghost's type, name, 
foreground, and background. They could also delete it.

GHOST PROFILE EDIT GHOST EDITED GHOST DELETE GHOST



GhosTown Final Product 13

Collection Page

The collection page shows the ghost collection of the 
current user. User is able to search ghost through name, 
type, faction, or just filter by faction.

COLLECTION SEARCH | FILTER



GhosTown Final Product 14

Edit User Profile & Change Theme 1/2

The user can edit their profile on the profile page.

USER PROFILE EDIT PROFILE EDITED PROFILE



GhosTown Final Product 15

Edit User Profile & Change Theme 2/2

Option to switch to the daytime mode in the setting panel, 
the app theme, including the map, will switch to light mode.

SWITCH TO DAYTIME USER PROFILE COLLECTIONHOME
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GhosTown Style Guide 16

Color System

The default app has a dark theme with dark colors and 
neon accent colors to match the ghost town feeling. 

PRIMARY COLOR ACCENT COLOR NEUTRAL COLOR

Aqua

#00DBC6

R0 G219 B198

Yellow

#FFE41F

R255 G228 B31

White

#FFFFFF

R255 G255 B255

Light Blue

#52B5F0        

R82 G181 B240

Light Purple

#7376F7

R115 G178 B247

Grey

#B3B3B3

R179 G179 B179

Navy

#2C2444

R44 G36 B68

Blue

#2C4BEC

R44 G75 B236

Navy

#2C2444

R44 G36 B68



GhosTown Style Guide 17

Typography

The primary typeface is Hind Guntur which is a clean 
geometrical typeface. The Righteous is used for some 
header text to create contrast.

HIND GUNTUR

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o
p q r s t u v w x y z

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Title: Hind Guntur Bold
Body Text:  Hind Guntur Regular

Whenever you see a ghost, you can pin its location, even upload or take a 

photo, this photo will be layered with the ghost you just found! The app used 

Google Map API so it will automatically get your location for you. More than 

that, all ghosts are customizable with different background and foreground, 

and of course, a unique name that's created by you. 

Display Text: Righteous



GhosTown Style Guide 18

Iconography

NAVIGATION ICON DEFAULT GHOST ICON

NAVIGATION ICON SELECTED

OTHER FACTION ICON

R.I.P.
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GhosTown Conclusion 19

Conclusion

SUMMARY

WHAT I LEARNED

NEXT STEPS

GhosTown is a fully coded web-based mobile app design project. It used HTML, CSS, 

JavaScript, and jQuery Mobile. It creates an interesting user experience to help users pay 

attention to their soundings. 

This was a challenging, but fun project. Not like to develop a website where I would primarily 

consider about grid system, responsive design. This project was meant to develop an app. 

With jQuery Mobile, all pages are on one single document. During this project, in order to 

create more interesting user interaction, I pushed myself further with JavaScript for 

functions such as customizable ghost profiles, layering the user's image with the ghost...I am 

glad that with help from other people, and not giving up on my concept, I am able to have an 

app that I'm proud of.

Even though I might not dive into application development too deep in the future, this 

experience was valuable to me. I also developed my interest in illustration during this 

project, I might want to do more illustration in the future.



GhosTown, Create Your Own Ghost Town.

View the Live Prototype

https://www.binanzhang.com/aau/wnm617/m15/

